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Abstract
This paper studies the multi-stage supply chain system (MSSCM) controlled by the kanban mechanism. In the kanban system, decision
making is based on the number of kanbans as well as batch sizes. A kanban mechanism is employed to assist in linking different production
processes in a supply chain system in order to implement the scope of just-in-time (JIT) philosophy. For a MSSCM, a mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem is formulated from the perspective of JIT delivery policy where a kanban may reflect to a
transporter. Since the adopted model is of MINLP type and solving it by branch and bound (B&B) takes time, a metaheuristic is presented.
This metaheuristic is an electromagnetic algorithm (EA). The EA is compared against an existing algorithm and also B&B results to
evaluate the proposed metaheuristic. Extensive experiments and statistical analyses demonstrate that our proposed EM is more efficient
than B&B with regard to the objective functions considered in this paper.
Keywords: Kanban; Multi-stage supply chain system (MSSCS); Mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP); Electromagnetism algorithm (EA).

1. Introduction
consists of only two plants, it is called single-stage supply
chain system (SSSCS). If it consists of more than two
plants, and they are in series, it is called multi-stage
supply chain system (MSSCS) but assembly type supply
chain system (ATSCS) consists of more than two plants,
and they form an assembly tree. This research aims at
increasing the degree of efficiency within the production
processes and reducing the level of inventory and wasted
materials, time, and effort involved in each production
stage. The objective is to build a logistics system for a
general SCS, the MSSCS, controlled by the kanban
technique.
For the SCS, the number of kanbans, the batch size
and the number of batches in each stage that is to be
shipped by kanbans and the total quantity over one period
are to be determined optimally. The kanban operation at
each stage is to be configured based on the optimal results
of the model. Efficiently controlling the production and
reducing the work in process (WIP) will be the outcome
of the SCS, which leads to minimizing the total cost of
SCS. In the kanban system, each plant sends signals to the
preceding plant for needed parts and the kanban system

A supply chain system (SCS) is a set of subsystems
utilized to establish an effective relation between
suppliers, manufactures, warehouses, distribution centers,
retailers and finally customers in order to produce
products in right quantities and to distribute them to right
location and at right time, with the aim of minimizing the
total system’s costs while satisfying the service level
requirements [1].
An SCS operating with excess inventory is not effective
as excess inventory denotes poor planning, poor
purchasing practices, poor communication and poor
quality levels. In order to remain competitive and to
experience economic success, every organization focuses
on increasing productivity, improving the quality of its
products and setting high standards of efficiency within
its company. Improvements in reduction of inventory,
wasted labor and customer service are usually
accomplished through the kanban operations. The
material flow and information flow between two adjacent
plants form a kanban stage. If an SCS
*
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accts with custtomer demannd on the last
l
plant. The
T
woorkstations are
a located along
a
the prroduction lines.
Em
mpty transporrters show thaat more parts will be needded
for production. Each worksttation only produces enouugh
coomponents to fill
f transporterrs and then stoops [22].
An SCS is generally
g
view
wed as a netw
work of facilitiies
that performs the procureement of raw
w material, its
traansformation into intermeddiate and end-pproducts for the
t
cuustomers with the use of tw
wo major contrrol philosophiees:
the ‘‘push’’ sysstem and the ‘‘pull’’ system
m [3,6]. In an SC
S
th
at
is
controlle
ed
by
the
kan
nban,
the
flow
w
of
componen
nts
i
is from precediing plant to suucceeding plaant, but the floow
off information is
i downward and from succeeding plant to

prreceding plannt as shown in Fig. 1. Ju
ust-in-time (JIIT)
prroduction sysstem is the m
manufacturing
g philosophy of
prroduction of what
w
is needed at the right time and in the
t
rig
ght quantity [88, 9]. The kannban coupled with
w pull systeem
off production is
i used as a means of im
mplementing JIIT.
Determining thhe kanban num
mbers and batcch sizes betweeen
tw
wo plants too reach JIT production philosophy are
im
mportant factoors in this papeer. If pi is thee production rate
off plant i, the asssumptions coonsidered in th
his paper are: (a)
Demand rate iss less than botttleneck plantt, (b) Demandd is
kn
nown and (c) in
i each stage Pi > Pi+1

Fig. 1. A Configurationn of th N-stage kaanban system (N+
+1 workstations)

19
9, and 20] determined tthe number of kanbans to
traansport the material betw
ween two workstations
w
for
SS
SSCS and MS
SSCS. Rees eet al. [17] extended the Toyoota
ap
pproach to fluuctuate produuct-mix probleem by using the
t
neext period's forecast dem
mand and th
he last periood's
ob
bserved lead times.
t
Co andd Sharafali [4
4] considered the
t
ov
ver-planning factor
f
in Toyyota's formulaa for computiing
th
he number of kanbans for several produ
uction inventoory
co
ontrol models..
Sue et al. [18] provideed further in
nsights into the
t
ad
doption of ERP
E
systems and the im
mpacts on fiirm
co
ompetence in SCM and prooposed a modeel featuring ER
RP
beenefits to firm compeetences in supply chain
management.
m
S
Sengupta
et al.. [21] analyzed manufacturiing
an
nd service suppply chain peerformance. Chang
C
et al. [5]
in
ntroduced a neural
n
networkk evaluation model for ER
RP
peerformance froom SCM persspective to enh
hance enterprrise
co
ompetitive advvantage.
Altiok and Ranjan [14]] studied a multi-stage
m
p
pull
sy
ystem dealing with producttion inventory
y system. Guppta
an
nd AlTurki [77] introduced a systematic methodologyy to
manipulate
m
the number of kaanbans in a JIT
T system, wheere
an
n algorithm to
t minimize the backlog and WIP was
w
deeveloped for stochastic prrocessing tim
mes and variabble
11] derived tw
wo
deemand enviroonment. Miyaazaki et al. [1
fo
ormulae to calculate the aveerage inventorry yielded by the
t
fix
xed-interval withdrawal
w
kaanbans and su
upplier kanbaans
in
n a JIT producction system, and the minim
mum number of
kaanbans requireed for this syystem was dettermined by tw
wo
fo
ormulae. Parija and Sarker [15] analyzed
d a supply chaain
sy
ystem by moddeling the raw
w material ordeering policy and
a
fin
nished goods delivering policy. As a resu
ult, an econom
mic
baatch size for a product wiith a fixed tim
me-interval was
w
deeveloped. Maascolo et al. [10] develo
oped a generralpu
urpose analytiical method ffor performancce evaluation of

With respecct to the abovee explanationss, the aim of thhis
stuudy is to deterrmine the num
mber of kanbaans in a MSSC
CS.
Inn this paper, by
b considerinng the advantages of EA, an
effficient algoritthm called EA
A is proposed.
Wang and Sarker
S
[23] soolved large MIINLP problem
ms;
the method waas helpful too obtain a cllose to optim
mal
soolution when the optimal solution
s
is haard to reach. At
leaast, the soluttion can servee as an uppeer bound of the
t
opptimal solutionn.
In the supplly chain system controlled by the kanbanns,
the total quantitty of productss produced in each stage ovver
a period ties thhe individual stages togetheer. Without thhis
vaariable approaach, the inventtory model off a supply chaain
syystem with a series of stagges is hard to establish [233] .
M
MSSCM
is of MINLP
M
type and solving itt by branch and
a
boound (B&B) taakes time [23]].
The remaindder of the paper is as follow
ws: In Sectionn 2,
soome previous studies aboutt the kanban are
a reviewed. In
Seection 3, the problem is described.
d
In Section 4, the
t
prroblem assum
mptions are presented.
p
In Section 5, the
t
prroblem is moddeled and a forrmulation is presented
p
for the
t
prroblem and in Section 6 thee proposed moodel is analyzeed.
Att last, in Section 7 the final conclusions are
a presented.
2. Literature Review
R
The kanbann technique haas attracted many researcheers'
atttention since it was first brought
b
to ligght by Mondden
[12] who summ
marized the Toyota
T
approach to determiine
the appropriate number of kaanbans at eachh workstation.
Berkly [2] reviewed many
m
papers in
i the field of
prroduction conttrol via kanbaan and categorrized them at the
t
baase of their syystems. He lissted 24 designn parameters for
f
the kanban perfformance as well.
w
Sarker annd Balan in [118,
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the multi-stage kanban contrrolled producttion systems. In
their method, a given numbeer of kanbanss was associatted
wiith each stagge. Nori and Sarkar [14] determined the
t
deelivery policy and the num
mber of kanbanns between tw
wo
woorkstations. Inn Nori and Sarker's modells, the total coost
waas expressed as the functioon of the num
mber of kanbanns,
shhortage cost off materials, annd holding cost of containeers.
W
Wang
et al. determined
d
thhe number of
o kanbans and
a
traansported batcch size in SCS
S and also Raabbani et al. [116]

stu
udied the num
mber of kanbbans in an SC
CS via Memeetic
algorithms.

3.
3 Problem Description
The functionn of kanban iss described th
hrough the usee of
an
n N-stage prodduction system
m as shown in
n Fig. 2:

In this probblem, each plaant has got tw
wo stores: onee is
located before the
t plant where the parts arre received, and
a
annother store is located after the plant for storing the paarts
prrocessed in thee plant. Two plants
p
j and j + 1 in Fig. 2 are
a
isoolated for illuustration as inddicated in Figg. 3. Store γ iss a
stoore after plantt j and store λ is a store beefore plant j + 1
annd when plannt j + 1 takees and uses a container, the
t
deeparture kanbaan is detachedd and put in the
t kanban poost.
Thhus, in fixedd or non-fixeed intervals, the withdraw
wal
kaanbans are collected froom the kanbban post, and
a

acccompanied with
w empty traansporters, tran
nsshipped to the
t
prreceding plantt. Finally, all collected with
hdrawal kanbaans
an
nd empty trannsporters are pput in their particular
p
placces.
Eaach detached withdrawal kkanban acts ass a trigger of the
t
prreceding plantt and commannds operatorss to produce and
a
filll empty transsporters. Now
w transporters filled in storee γ
sh
hould wait annd then any fi
filled transporrter transshippped
with
w its kanbann, is carried too the succeedin
ng plant and put
p
in
n store λ.

When custoomer orders, each plant is actuated by the
t
prreceding plantt to reach the first
f
plant. Whhen the detachhed
kaanban arrives at the first plant, emptyy transports and
a
deetached withdrrawal kanbans are transshippped to suppllier
to get filled aggain and thenn full transpoorters and thheir
atttached kanbanns are transshhipped to the factory
f
togethher.
Thhe present stuudy aims at caalculating thee minimum tootal
coost of the systtem. So, a sysstem of costs is developed to

ob
btain the minnimum valuee of the totaal cost throuugh
fin
nding the optiimal number oof kanbans and
d batch sizes.

4.
4 Problem Deefinition
The MSSC
CS model givves the param
meters, e.g. the
t
deelivery policyy to the retaileers, the orderiing policy to the
t
su
uppliers, the batch
b
size and number of baatches to delivver
65
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WIPs, and the total quantity of products in one period in
manufacturing stages. The cost of each plant is a function
of transportation of each transporter, holding costs of
inventory, setup. The notations used in model are:

4.2. Cost of WIP inventory
Cost of WIP inventory consists of holding inventory
cost, container transshipment cost, and setup cost of
product 3 [23] .At first, plant i, produces at the rate of
and puts full container in store γ. Then filled containers
are transshipped to the next plant and stay in store B to be
. Thus
used by the succeeding plant at the rate of
holding inventory cost occurs in both stores γ and λ. To
facilitate formulation of this problem, some parameters
and variables are needed as follows:
COIAi Store A holding cost of inventory at stage i
COIBi Store B holding cost of inventory at stage i
IAimax Store A maximum inventory level at stage i
IBimax Store B maximum inventory level at stage i
IAiave Store A average inventory at stage i
IBiave Store B average inventory at stage i
COIi Holding inventory cost at stage i
As mentioned before, holding inventory cost of stage i is
the sum of λ and γ inventory holding costs:
COIi : COIAi + COIBi
Figs. 5 and 6 respectively show the inventory levels of
stores λ and γ at stage i. In the base of presented figures, it
could be seen clearly that the exported goods, Qwi from
store γ, are added to store λ and used at the rate of
. It
is better to obtain the time of the last container
transshipment from store γ to store λ (Tki).

4.1. Cost of raw material
As mentioned in section 1, the demand rate of raw
material inventory for the products at the first plant is ,
the production rate of plant 1. Many orders arrive on time
when an order is placed and also shortage is not allowed.
So, the input rate is considered as infinite. In this SCS, the
economic order quantity (EOQ) is divided into a number
of equal batches. When the production starts, the
shipment is set at a fixed interval during one period. The
inventory level is illustrated in Fig. 4.
(1)
(2)
(3)

1
0
=

1

(4)

Fig. 4. Raw martial [23]

Fig. 5. The WIP of an intermediate stage (store γ) [23]

Fig. 6. The WIP of an intermediate stage (store λ) [23]
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As shown in Fig. 6, and as plant i, and i + 1 product
cycle time, and since full containers transshipment is done
in a fixed time interval, then:
1
2

So:

(5)

1

(19)

× 1

During the rest of the discussion, by implicated Tki
both Iave and Imax will never be negative. IAimax, IAiave, COIAi
can be calculated by:

(20)
2

(6)

1
1
2

By the following definition:

1

(21)

1

(7)
× 1

1
2

(8)

1

So
(22)

By defining α1i as follows: α1i is the ratio of total time that
goods stayed in store A to total cycle time:
(9)

4.3. Cost of finished goods

=

The cost of finished goods is related to the N-stage,
i.e. the cost obtained from plant N, and plant
N + 1
(customer) rate of customer consumption is D and in
attention to PN + 1 is also customer consumption rate, in
this station it can be written PN + 1 = D. Whereas the cost
of finished goods is similar to WIP cost and D = PN + 1, i
= N in this stage. The cost of finished goods is as follows:

These relations yield
1
2

(10)

1

2

2
1

2

(11)

(23)

1
2
2

(1

2

2

In order to calculate the total SCS cost, let x0,x1, . . .
,xN,ASN,AWW replace n0,k1, . . . ,kN,Asf,Awf, so the general
form of MSSCS is given by

(12)

1

(24)

To calculate the inventory holding cost in store B, we can
write

1

(13)

1
2

1

2

(14)

1
2

1
2

x:
(25)

=

(15)

1
2

(26)
2

And α2i can be defined as the ratio of total time that goods
stayed in store B to the total cycle time. So, we can write

× 1

(16)

=

1

2

1
2

(27)

1

By relaxed mixed integer non-linear programming
(MINLP), the optimum total cost of MSSCS is obtained
as follows:

(17)

TC*=√2

( 1

2∑
1

∑

∑

2

(28)

)

(1
Q*=

(18)

With regard to
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xi*= Q*

(30)

Initialization of algorithm, computation of total force
exerted on each particle, movement along the direction of
the force and local search.

(31)
x0*= Q*

This optimum TC* is an ideal solution of the
problem. The real feasible optimum is always worse than
this ideal optimum. The ideal optimum can be assumed as
the lower bound.

5. Proposed algorithm
Procedure Electromagnetism algorithm
Step-1: Initialize
Step-2: Compute total forces
Step-3: Move by total forces
Step-4: Apply local search
Step-5: If the stopping criterion is not met, go to step-2;
otherwise Stop.

Combinatorial optimization problems are complex
and hard to be solved; some exact methods such as B&B
are used to obtain the solution [16]. Due to the complexity
of such problems, some powerful approximation methods
are needed that although they do not ensure an exact
solution, they can find a solution close to the exact one in
a shorter period of time. In order to analyze the
complexity of the B&B method used to find the exact
solutions, the number of considered and evaluated nodes
are measured and shown as a function of (n) that is almost
O (nn) even if the worst case of B&B may be exponential
[3]. In order to do so, we first need to present our
encoding scheme which makes a solution recognizable for
the algorithms. Then, the electromagnetic algorithm is
reviewed.
Electromagnetism EA is a population-based metaheuristic proposed to solve continuous problems
effectively. This method originates from the
electromagnetism theory of physics by considering
potential solutions as electrically charged particles spread
around the solution space. Bїrbїl and Fang [3] proposed
the EA as a flexible and effective population-based
algorithm to search for the optimal solution of global
optimization problems. This meta-heuristic utilizes an
attraction-repulsion mechanism to move the particles
towards optimality. EA is useable for a particular set of
optimization problems with bounded variables in the form
of:
Min f(x)
st:
[l, u],
where [l, u] :={x Rn | lk ≤ xk≤ uk ; k = 1,2,...,n}
Each candidate solution as a charged particle is
considered. The charge of each candidate solution is
related to objective function. The size of attraction or
repulsion over candidate solutions in the population is
calculated by this charge. The direction of this charge for
candidate solution i is determined by adding vectorally
the forces from each of other solutions on candidate
solution i. In this mechanism, a candidate solution with
good objective function value attracts the other ones;
candidate solutions with worse objective function repel
the other population members; and a better objective
function value result in a higher size of attraction. As
shown in Fig. 7, EA has four phases including

5.1. Initialization
The first procedure, Initialization, is used for sampling
m points from the feasible region and assigning them their
initial TC .The initialization procedure in such a hard
combinatorial problem that has to be made with great
care, to ensure convergence to desirable, better objective
functions in a reasonable amount of time. In order to
generate an initial TC, number of k initial solutions are
generated, some of which should be close to the solutions
gained by Eq. (21). In this paper, this initial solution by
calculating floors and ceilings of gens of the infeasible
optimal solution obtained from
Eq. (21) is generated.
Hence a new feasible solution is generated. Now this
action to construct other initial TC is repeated. The TC of
solutions is calculated and the best one is recorded
as
.
5.2. Local search engine
The proposed EA is hybridized with a local search in
order to improve the performance of the algorithm. The
procedure of this local search can be described as follows:
The random key of the first solution x in the sequence
of candidate solution i x is randomly regenerated. If
this new sequence (v) results in a better TC, the current
solution ( ) is replaced by the new sequence (v). If
improvement in
has, the local search for the
current solution terminates. After all, the best solution is
updated. The procedure of the local search is shown in
Fig. 8.
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5.3. Computation of total forces
In order to compute the force between two points, a
, is assigned to each point. The
charge-like value
charge of the point is calculated according to the relative
efficiency of the TCs in the current population, i.e.
5.4. Movement by total forces
exp

·

,

∑

(32)

The total force exerted on each point by all other
points is calculated in the CalcF( ) procedure. All the
candidate solutions are moved with the exception of the
current best solution. The move for each candidate
solution is in the direction of total force exerted on it by a
random step length. This length is generated from the
uniform distribution between (0, 1). The candidate
solutions have a nonzero probability to move to the
unvisited solution along this direction by selecting a
random length and by normalizing total force exerted on
each candidate solution as Fig. 11 depicts.

1,2, … ,

where
represents the point that has the best TC
among the points at the current iteration. In this way the
points that have better TCs possess higher charges. Note
that, unlike electrical charges, no signs are attached to the
charge of an individual point in the Eq. (33) Instead, the
direction of a particular force between two points will be
determined after comparing their TCs. The total force
exerted on the candidate solution i is also calculated by
the following formula:
·

·

;
(33)
;

The two-dimensional example total force vector
exerted on the candidate solutions is shown in Fig. 9. The
is
(repulsion: the TC of
force exerted by on
is worse than that of ) and the force exerted by on
(attraction: the TC of is better than that of ).
is
by and . The
is the total force exerted on
procedure of the computation of total forces is shown in
Fig. 10.

6. Algorithm’s Calibration
It is well known that the quality of algorithms is
significantly influenced by the values of parameters. In
order to tune the algorithms, a full factorial design is
applied in the design of experiment (DOE) approach [13].
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O of the advantages
One
a
off EA is that it has only one
o
paraameter, popsizze (number of
o population).The results are
a
anallyzed by thhe means off the analysis of variannce
(AN
NOVA) methood. The meanns plot and least
l
significaant
diffe
ferences (LSD
D) intervals for the levvels of popsize
paraameter factor are
a shown in Fig.
F 12.

B&
&B are brougght into the coomparison. Th
he algorithms are
a
im
mplemented inn MATLAB 77.0 and run on
n a PC with 2.0
2
GHz Intel Coree 2 Duo and 1 GB of RAM
M memory. We
W
usse relative percentage deviation (RPD)
(
as the
t
peerformance measure
m
to com
mpare the metthods. When the
t
TC
C of each algoorithm is obtaained for a giv
ven instance, the
t
beest solution obtained
o
(whicch is namedL
L B ) is calculatted
by
y any of the algorithms. RP
PD is obtained
d by the formuula
giiven below:
( vso
(
(35)
v00 \
97
7+ µ 100 ´  ﮦ10
4\

where Asol is thee TC botainedd for a given algorithm
a
an
nd instance. Obviously,
O
thhe lower valu
ues of RPD are
a
prreferable. Thhe stopping criterion iss 2N seconnds
co
omputational time. This sttopping criterrion permits for
more
m
time as thhe number of sstages increasees.
The algorithhms are evalluated by a set
s of instancces
taaken from thhe literature. The largestt size of theese
in
nstances is N = 30, but iin the real world,
w
industrries
ussually encounnter problems up to N = 10
00. Therefore, in
ad
ddition to thee instances taaken from th
he literature, we
w
geenerate some other instancces based on that
t
benchmaark.
Th
he results of the
t experimennts are shown
n in Table 1. EA
E
prrovides betterr results comppared with the MA propossed
by
y Rabbani et al. [16] with RPD of 0.10
0%. Consideriing
th
he results, therre is a clear treend that MA, like EA, obtaiins
th
he optimal soluution in small--sized instancces up to N = 30;
3
ho
owever, compparatively speeaking, its perrformances gets
g
worse
w
in larger instances.

F 12. Means pllot and LSD interrvals for number of population in EA
Fig.
E

This figure depicts
d
that thhere are statisttical differencces
beetween differeent values of popsize,
p
and this
t implies thhat
poopsize factor is an importaant parameterr in EA. In our
o
caase, popsize off 4 provides statistically
s
beetter results thhan
the other valuess of popsize = 2, 6, 8.

7. Computatioonal Evaluatiion
In this secttion, the propposed EA is compared with
othher existing methods. Frrom the literrature, memeetic
alggorithm (MA
A) proposed by
b Rabbani et
e al. [16], and
a
Table 1
The total co
ost obtained by pro
oposed model and algorithms

Number of
o Plants

N=3
N=4
N=5
N=6
N=7
N=8
N=9
N = 10
N = 16
N = 30
N = 42
N = 50
N = 58
N = 72
N = 90
N =100

Ideeal solutions

25774.87
29330.33
344125.74
38627.23
43335.03
50142.95
56264.61
58107.89
113180.44
1444863.05
173263.42
219257.09
256359.12
294197.63
406263.34
488869.15

B&B
TC
25802.60
29355.08
34172.61
38665.64
43368.28
50169.60
56286.75
58132.31
113214.60
144933.30
174026.36
222439.44
260243.89
300843.21
411234.16
495637.02

Algorithm
m
MA
TC
25802.600
29355.088
34172.61
38665.644
43368.288
50193.077
56286.755
58132.31
113217.005
144958.331
178931.448
225643.002
264332.331
311291.222
416118.668
499520.774

RPD
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
2.82
1.44
1.57
3.47
1.19
0.78
0.71%

Average

70

EA
TC
258022.60
293555.08
341722.61
386655.64
433688.28
501699.60
562866.75
581322.31
1132114.60
1449333.30
1740226.36
2224339.44
2621117.81
3014552.93
4123665.64
4973448.23

RPD
D
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.722
0.200
0.288
0.355
0.100%
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Table 2
A table for RPDs
ANOVA

Factorr
Algoritthm
Error
Total

df
1
30
31

SSS
2
2.995
1
19.131
2
22.126

MS
2.995
0.638

Figure 13 shhows the meann plots and LSD intervals for
f
EA
A and MA. According
A
to the figure, att the confidennce
levvel of 95%, thhere is a significant differennce between EA
E
annd MA, and EA
A statisticallyy outperforms MA.

F
4
4.70

P-Value
0.0038
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